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Rdsum6.-A partir des fonctionnelles de densitd nous calculons les propridtds des bulles dVClectrons et de positronium dans l'hdlium. Les profils de densitQ ont dtd testds par des mesures de temps de vie de positron.
Abstract.-Density functional calculations have been performed on electron and positronium bubbles in helium. Density profiles of positronium bubbles have been tested by positron lifetime measurements.
The mobility of ions is extensively used to investigate the superfluid phases of helium,but the internal structure of ions themselves ("snow ball" bubble) is quite poorly known and difficult to stu- Bubbles have usually been described by a square-well potential and a rectangular density profile. We go one step further and use the density functional method which has successfully been applied to clusters around positrons and positive ions /4,5/. The density profile n(r) is determined by minimizing the free energy fudctional.
where F is the free energy of the inhomogeneous fluid, p is its chemical potential and V [n] is the Ps-He or e-He interaction. The last term describes the kinecic energy associated with the localized state of the trapped particle moving in the potential V [nl . Thus n(;) and I ( ; ) have to be solved self-consistently. The condition for the stability of the bubble is that its free energy (1) is less than that for the homogeneous system with a delocalized particle. We are indepted to Asko Vehanen and Jari Vettenranta for their assistance in the measurements. 
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